ACROSS
3. The Skylands of ________________.
5. When Tug’s excited, he turns this color.
9. The door in The Depths leads here (or so Ozzie thinks at first).
10. Name of the Wood that surrounds the station house.
11. Name of Zoone’s cook: Miss __________.
12. Miss Lizard keeps one in her suitcase.
14. Fidget has hair that is ________________ purple.
17. Master Nymm has wild ones.
18. Tug is one of these.
19. Hungry daughter.
20. Ozzie always forgets to tie these.

DOWN
1. Cho possesses this weapon: the blade of ____________.
2. They deliver messages throughout the multiverse.
4. The prison world.
6. Creepy-crawly world.
7. Has a poison tongue.
8. The title that Cho holds at Zoone.
13. Name of Ozzie’s aunt.
15. She likes to gossip.
16. Ozzie’s job at Zoone.